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ABSTRACT
We provide some thoughts on the black hole information loss paradox, highlighting
some important aspects of the problem that need to be addressed in order to resolve the
paradox.
This is a modified and elaborated version of the summary talk for
the Black Hole Evaporation and Information Loss Paradox parallel
session, organized by the two of us, during the Second LeCosPA
Symposium Everything about Gravity, which was held in National
Taiwan University, Taipei, in December 2015.
1 The Usual Assumptions
The information loss paradox [1] remains an important, unresolved, problem in theoretical
physics. For 40 years now, the literature is filled with countless proposals, ranging from
the mundane to the preposterous, that claim to have – at least partially – resolve the
paradox. However, not only was there no consensus whatsoever regarding any of these
purported solutions, the mysteries deepened even further when the firewall1 controversy [2]
started a few years ago.
In this note, we shall discuss some aspects of the information loss paradox, that we
feel could be important to clarify before we can fully resolve the paradox.
1See also [3] and p.26 of [4].
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As a reference we shall list the usual assumptions of black hole complementarity [5]:
(1) Unitarity holds throughout the entire process of black hole evaporation;
(2) No drama for an in-falling observer in accordance to general relativity;
(3) Local quantum field theory is correct, at least outside the stretched horizon of a
sufficiently massive black hole;
(4) The statistical entropy of a black hole is proportional to the black hole area: logN =
A/4, where N is the number of states of a black hole and A is the area of the black
hole horizon;
To this we add an often implicit assumption that:
(5) There is an observer who can extract information from the Hawking radiation2.
If we accept the various arguments – such as the firewall claim – that black hole comple-
mentarity is inconsistent [2, 7], then we need to drop at least one of these assumptions.
Therefore, we have the following options (We denote the negation of the aforementioned
assumptions with a “¬” sign):
¬(1) “Non-unitarity” is not a serious problem: it need not violate energy-momentum
conservation [8]. It could also simply mean that there are “extra places” the infor-
mation could go to, such as the singularity or a baby universe.
¬(2) Either general relativity breaks down not only at the singularity but at a larger
scale and gives rise to new effects at the horizon, or that when the backreaction of
Hawking radiation is properly taken into account (such as in the approach of [9]; see
also the references therein) the horizon never formed3, or that no-drama is violated
by the presence of a firewall. The firewall view has been criticized by many authors
in the literature, for a recent example, see, e.g., [10].
¬(3) Local quantum field theory is violated, e.g., there may be non-local quantum effects
[11,12].
¬(4) logN 6= A/4. Regarding this possibility, there are various ways to realize the
idea [13]. For example,
(i) Information can be compressed by the quantum gravitational regime, i.e. the
entropy bound may be violated at late time4. See also [14]. Hence, the reso-
lution of the singularity may be sufficient, or perhaps essential to explain the
information loss problem.
2This observer does not have to be an asymptotic observer. In view of the firewall proposal, We have
in mind an observer whose role is to collect and attempt to decode the highly scrambled information
encoded in the Hawking radiation [6].
3However, Unruh emphasized that black holes should form in his plenary talk “Firewalls: What and
Why the Issue”.
4A point emphasized by Ashtekar in his talk “Quantum Gravity: An Overview”, in another parallel
session “Emergent Gravity and Quantum Gravity”.
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(ii) A small (perhaps Planck scale) remnant can store all the information.
(iii) The interior of a black hole may store sufficiently large amount of information,
e.g., in a large volume, similar to the “bag-of-gold” geometry, or a bubble
universe.
¬(5) There is no observer who can read information from the Hawking radiation; in-
formation does not disappear but semi-classical observers are not able to read the
information [15–17].
We shall now discuss some of these possibilities in more detail.
2 Questions Regarding the Black Hole Geometry
It is best to have in mind some crucial questions while one attempts to resolve the infor-
mation loss paradox. The first important aspect is about the geometry of a black hole
spacetime – more specifically, the roles played by the horizon, the singularity, and the
interior spacetime of a black hole. Let us elaborate:
(1) Horizon: In general relativity, a black hole is defined by its event horizon, beyond
which nothing, not even light, can escape from. Other notions of horizons, such as
apparent/trapping horizons, have also been discussed in the recent literature. An
important and crucial question is whether a black hole, defined in the strict sense
by the event horizon, really exist? Apparent horizons are not without problems
since they are hypersurface dependent. (A better alternative may be the “prison”,
proposed by Don Page [18], which for a fixed classical spacetime, is independent of
the choice of slicing; it is the set of all points through which there is a trapped or
marginally trapped surface. The “prison”, however, is much harder to calculate.)
There exist attempts to prevent the information loss issue from ever arising, by
arguing that event horizons do not form (and in some of these approaches, not even
apparent horizons exist, see, e.g., [9]).
(2) Singularity: One often assumes that singularities in general relativity can be cured
by quantum gravity. There are two issues here worth emphasizing: firstly, as em-
phasized by Unruh is his plenary talk, we do not have any evidence, other than
wishful thinking, that the singularity can indeed be cured. If quantum gravity fails
to cure the singularity [13], then perhaps information just falls through the edge of
spacetime into the singularity. This possibility was emphasized in the plenary talk
by Unruh. Even if quantum gravity successfully cures the singularity, it might be
that the information simply falls into whatever it is that replaces the singularity.
This is related to the second point we wish to raise here: can the information loss
paradox be understood without the full knowledge of quantum gravity (including
the full understanding of singularities)?
(3) Interior Spacetime: The information loss paradox is often discussed from the point
of view of the exterior observers. Perhaps some insights can be gained by investi-
gating the issue from the point of view of an infalling observer instead. Does the
3
dynamical interior of the black hole play any role at all in somehow “storing the
information”? Such a question is interesting considering the fact that in some sense
the black hole interior spacetime has a very large spatial volume [19–22], although a
recent investigation suggests that the associated entropy of the large volume is only
proportional to the surface area [23]. A related issue, as raised by Unruh in his ple-
nary talk, is: how do we understand the “bag-of-gold” type of geometry, especially
in the context of AdS/CFT correspondence? That is, can the boundary probe the
interior of the large volume of such a nontrivial geometry? This question [24] was
previously also discussed in the literature in the context of the so-called “monster”
spacetime [25–27], but there is still some room for further study.
For a more detailed discussion on points No.(2) and No.(3) above, see [28].
3 What Counts as Resolving the Paradox?
More fundamentally, there are some rather philosophical questions that are worth em-
phasizing. The most important issue is: what do we mean by resolving the information
loss paradox? The “preferred” approach in the literature seems to be that the external
observers should be able to, at least in principle, recover all the information after the
black hole has evaporated away. The alternative solutions, such as having the informa-
tion somehow locked inside a remnant [13] or goes into a baby universe (or simply falls
into the singularity if one takes general relativity at – perhaps naive – face value), remain
somewhat unpopular.
Note that one is usually not as bothered by, say, information from the very early cosmos
that in principle could leak into the various bubble universes in the eternal inflationary
scenario. Of course, this does not necessarily imply that there is a double standard:
perhaps people who believe that information should not escape into a bubble universe
would also have the same belief in the context of cosmology. Specifically, information
should not leak into bubble universes if they disconnected from the parent spacetime.
Such disconnected bubble universes would presumably have a unique initial quantum
state. However, in eternal inflationary scenarios, the bubbles expand at the speed of light
and do not disconnect from the parent. This means that a growing part of the parent
spacetime will be eaten up by the bubbles (though what is left outside the bubbles may
grow even faster, so that the growing bubbles do not eat up all or even most of the
parent spacetime). One then has to include the information inside the bubbles as well
as outside, because then any complete Cauchy-like surface to the future of the bubble
formation would have to go inside the bubbles, whereas if the bubbles disconnected, there
would be Cauchy-like surfaces to the future of the location of the bubble formation and
disappearance from the parent spacetime. (If the bubble formation and disappearance
were modeled by a spacetime with a naked singularity there, a Cauchy-like surface to the
future would not really be a Cauchy surface, but one might suppose that quantum effects
heal the naked singularity so that the quantum state on the Cauchy-like surface to the
future is a unitary transformation of the Cauchy-like surface to the past of the bubble
formation.)5
5We thank Don Page for his comments that resulted in this paragraph.
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Another equally important question which is related to the above discussion is: what
do we really mean by unitarity? As pointed out in quite a few talks in this parallel
session [15–17], perhaps we are still thinking “too classically.” (See also, [29, 30].) That
is, information loss only occurs if one looks at semi-classical picture in which matter is
quantized but there is still one definite – albeit evolving – spacetime geometry. It is
possible that all that is required for unitarity is that the information is conserved at the
level of wavefunctions, and that we should instead consider superpositions of different
geometries (and topologies). In such a picture, information is loss as far as semi-classical
observers (who only see one definite geometry) are concerned [30], but unitarity remains
intact at the fundamental level.
Lastly, although one wishes to find the resolution of the information loss paradox, one
should keep in mind the possibility that perhaps there is no unique resolution. Afterall,
there exist many types of black holes with various topologies and hairs. One often finds
that a proposed resolution works for one type of black hole but not for another, more
complicated, type. For example, even if the remnant proposal may overcome the usual
challenges such as the infinite production problem (see [13] for a review), one may need to
worry that remnant itself is not stable, at least on certain backgrounds [31]. Consider, as
another example, the idea that the random walk motion of black holes, which is due to the
backreaction from Hawking radiation emission, could resolve the information loss paradox
if we subscribe to unitarity in the sense of the entire wavefunction (since among the
superpositions, there exist some “worlds” in which a piece of information does not fall into
the black hole due to the fact that the black hole has already moved out of the way) [29,30].
While this may work in asymptotically flat spacetime, it fails in asymptotically anti-de
Sitter spacetimes since the random walk motion is strongly suppresed in that case [32].
Perhaps Nature does respect unitarity and information is always conserved, but there
are many ways to ensure this, instead of a simple elegant mean. Furthermore, even
a specific type of black hole can be formed from many different initial conditions. As
Stephen Fulling pointed out in his talk during the Hawking Radiation Conference held
in Stockholm in August 2015, perhaps different initial conditions lead to black holes
with different end states. For example, some might have a “bag-of-gold” while some
have relatively “trivial” interiors. It is possible that some black holes might completely
evaporate but some remain as a remnant.
The information loss paradox is indeed a long-standing problem in black hole physics.
It is quite unfortunate that we have not made much progress in this subject after 40 years.
The firewall controversy demonstrates that our understanding of black hole physics is even
less than previously thought. In view of this, hidden assumptions are starting to be exam-
ined, and further understanding would certainly be made. In addition, there are various
other ways that may provide some insights into Hawking evaporation in general, such as
the moving mirror approaches [33–36], which can hopefully be tested experimentally in
the near future [37]. (A further understanding of the Unruh radiation [38] may also help.)
Hopefully by the 200th anniversary of general relativity, we would have the answer ready.
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